Profile Software / DevOps Engineer

Profile Software is an award-winning Banking and Investment Management software provider. The company has a presence in 45 countries and offices in key financial centers, where is providing its innovative technology solutions to well-known global financial organizations and fintechs.

We are currently growing rapidly and looking for motivated, knowledgeable and ambitious professionals to join us.

Job Summary

The DevOps Engineer is primarily responsible for the IT operation of the production environment to ensure business continuity of our Software as a Services solution.

Job Responsibilities

- Implementing various development, testing, automation tools, and IT infrastructure.
- Setting up tools and required infrastructure.
- Strive for continuous improvement and build continuous integration, continuous development, and constant deployment pipeline (CI/CD Pipeline).
- Incidence management and root cause analysis.
- Identifying and deploying cybersecurity measures by continuously performing vulnerability assessment and risk management.
- Monitoring the processes during the entire lifecycle for its adherence and updating or creating new processes for improvement and minimizing the wastage.

Job Qualifications & Skills

- BS/MS degree in Computer Science, Engineering or a related subject.
- 1+ years of professional experience working with development and/or as a DevOps engineer.
• Knowledge in general programming and scripting is a must.
• Overall understanding of network security is a must.
• Broad understanding of tools and technologies such as Jenkins, Docker, Kubernetes, Prometheus, Grafana, Ansible, Terraform etc.
• Knowledge of Cloud deployment like AWS, Azure or Google Cloud is appreciated.
• Ability to effectively communicate technical information, both orally and in writing in English.
• Ability to work effectively as part of an international team with constant cooperation and interaction.

What We Offer

• Competitive and performance-based remuneration.
• Private Medical & Life Insurance Plan.
• Meal Vouchers.
• Training and Development opportunities in FinTech sector.
• New experiences within a multinational environment and global teams.
• Team spirit environment with passion for technology.
• A Workplace of Diversity & Inclusion.

If you want to be part of one of top leading software firms in the finance industry internationally, join our Starforce and send us your Cv at HR@profilesW.com.